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Abstract
The Cognitive Information Processing Group (CIPG) is currently developing a color
image processing system to facilitate printing of high-quality color pictures. The selective
and special color and luminance correction modules of this system permit an operator to
interactively adjust the hue, saturation, and luminance of picture elements (pels) of
particular hues or of a particular hue and saturation. This thesis discusses the design and
implementation of algorithms used in these modules for adjusting luminance and saturation.
The algorithms used in the previous prototype failed io take the physical limitations of
luminance and saturation into account. The revised algorithms scale luminance and
saturation shifts by a weighting function which is maximum at midrange values of luminance
and saturation and zero at the endpoints, eliminating the possibility of generating values out
of range. These algorithms were implemented and found to give the user more control over
the picture by increasing the amount of change achievable before undesirable effects are
introduced. Additional improvements involve scaling luminance shifts with a function of
saturation (and scaling saturation shifts with a function of luminance) to avoid altering gray
or white pels and to keep output values within the range of physically-realizable colors.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. William F. Schreiber
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering
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1. Introduction
Although color is a very important part of our lives, human vision arid the perception of
color are far from completely understood. For centuries researchers have tried to
* understand how people perceive colors and how to make pictures iook realistic. One
problem is that our perception of an object is greatly affected by the amount of background
lic:ht and its spectral characteristics. Often an object looks different indoors under
fluorescent light than it does outdoors under sunlight. Another problem is that the eye tends
to adapt to its surroundings, so the results differ according to the amount of time people
* spend looking at an object. Also, perception involves the brain as well as the eye, so the
results differ according to what people expect to see.
Even if we could ignore perceptual problems, accurate color reproduction would be
difficult to achieve. Every step in the color reproduction process introduces distortion. An
object is first photographed with imperfect film. Next the photograph is scanned, but the
• optical characteristics of the scanner are imperfect and differ from those of the human eye.
Printing involves determining densities of non-ideal inks, transferring the inks to copper
cylinders (in the gravure process), and transferring the inks to paper; all of these processes
involve inaccuracy. The results depend upon the characteristics of the engraving machine,
the inks, and the paper involved.
* Considering all of these difficulties, the printing industry has succeeded in producing
remarkably good pictures. Improved equipment and techniques developed over the years
help compensate for many of the errors in the process. Experts in the printing industry use
complex photographic masking techniques to compensate for known reproduction errors.
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These techniques are time-consuming and expensive, however, and some trial-and-error is
still required.
The Cognitive Information Processing Group (CIPG) at MIT is designing a color image
processing system to automate this process and improve the quality of color pictures. In
addition to correcting for known reproduction inaccuracies, a systemn control panel will
allow an operator to make aesthetic changes to a picture or introduce special effects and
see the results displayed in real time on a TV monitor. An ink correction module will then
determine the densities of inks required to print the altered picture, eliminating (or at least
substantially reducing) the need for trial and error.
This thesis deals with the introduction of aesthetic changes and special effects to color
pictures. This is accomplished with the color translation module (CTM). Although there are
several different modules in the CTM and each alters pictures in different ways, we shall only
be concerned with the selective and special color and luminance correction modules.
These modules allow the operator to adjust the brightness and color of objects as a function
of their color. For example, we may want to make all red objects in the picture look brighter,
or make blue objects look green.
This thesis examines algorithms and hardware implementations to achieve the desired
changes in the pictures. We begin with a brief introduction to various methods of
representing color pictures and a more detailed overview of the entire system. After
describing the algorithms used in the prototype selective and special correction modules,
we introduce a revised algorithm to be applied to each module and describe the hardware
implementation of this algorithm in the selective and special luminance correction modules.
We conclude with further suggestions for new algorithms and an overview of the luminance
-7-
and color correction hardware for the production version of the system.
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2. Representation of Color
In order to understand how the CIPG color image processing system works, we must
first tunderstand how color pictures can be represented. Different representations of color
are useful for altering colors in different ways. Each module of the system uses a
representation in which it is easiest to make the required changes to the picture. In some
cases, data must be converted from one form to another between modules. This chapter will
discuss the different methods of color representation used in the CIPG color image
processing system.
Although the physical form of a color is light of a particular wavelength, most colors
can be matched by using combinations of three well-chosen colors,' known as primaries.
The amounts of each primary needed to match a particular color are referred to as
tristimulus values (for those primaries). We can represent a color with its three tristimulus
values once we define a set of primaries. One common representation is RGB format; this
refers to a tristimulus representation with red, green, and blue as primaries. A color TV set,
for example, only has red, green, and blue phosphors, but we can get a large range (gamut)
of colors on the TV screen by using different amounts of light from the different phosphors.
We can display a picture on the TV only if it is in RGB format (or in some format we can
convert to RGB).
Although RGB format is useful mainly for displaying pictures on a TV monitor, it could
also be used if we wanted to adjust the (overall) amounts of red, green, or blue in the
1. The colors must be chosen such that none of them can be matched by mixing the other two.
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picture. This is the case in the RGB color balance module. In other cases, we are interested
in how bright a color appears to be. Although we might expect luminance to be the sum of
R, G, and B, it turns out that a given amount of green light (measured in physical units) looks
biighter than the same amount of red or blue light. The complete relationship between
w.avelength and perceived brightness, referred to as a luminosity curve, has been
determined experimentally; it is maximnum at X = 555 nm and zero at X = 400 nm and X =
700 nm.
We can calculate the luminance of any picture element (pel) in our system from its
RGB tristimulus values and the relative luminance of the red, green, and blue primaries. For
the RGB phosphors on our TV (51 cm BARCO Standard NTSC),
L = .299 R + .621 G + .080 B
where R, G, and B are the tristimulus values for the color in question. Note that if
0 < R,G,B < 255, then 0 < L < 255, and all four quantities can be represented with eight
bits. The system is calibrated so that R = G = B = 255 matches our "reference white".
It is convenient to use a representation including L, as opposed to one simply including
R, G, and B, whenever we need to adjust the luminance of different pels. Since color has
only three degrees of freedom, we can completely specify it with three values; we could use
L and any two chrominance values. One such system, LJK, is defined as:
L = .299 R + .621 G + .080 B
J = R -L = .701 R - .621 G - .080 B
K= B-L = -. 299 R - .621 G + .920 B
This is similar, although not identical, to the NTSC Y-I-Q system used in transmitting color
TV pictures. In our color processing system, we use a scaled version of LJK (known as
LCC2), designed so that C, and C2 lie in a range we can represent with eight bits (-127 < C
-10.
< 127) [Buckley81]:
L = .299 R + .621 G + .080 B
C, = .498 R - .442G - .056 B
C2 = -.162 R - .336 G + .498 B
and
R = L + 1.407 C,
G = L - 0.677 C, - 0.236 C2
B = L + 1.848 C2
Another advantage of using LC 1C2 representation over RGB representation is that the
pictures can be stored in less disk space. It is well known that the eye has much finer
resolution in perceiving brightness than it does in perceiving color. Thus we can provide a
reasonably high resolution in luminance, subsample chrominance, and get a picture that
appears to be of high resolution. This fact is also used in TV broadcasting to reduce the
bandwidth required for transmission of TV pictures. In our system, C, and C2 are sampled
at 5 MHz, while luminance is sampled at 10 MHz. We have found that although our
composite pictures look quite acceptable, we easily notice the lack of resolution when C, or
C2 alone is displayed on a black and white TV.
Another function we might wish to perform is to alter only pels of a particular hue. This
is not convenient to do in RGB or in LC, C2 space, since it is not easy to determine whether a
particular pel is in the right range. Thus we have defined another representation,
Luminance-Hue-Saturation (&HS), where hue corresponds to the "color name", and
saturation is the "purity" or "intensity" of the color. For example, a pel with red hue,
moderately low saturation, and moderately high luminance would look pink. A pel with
saturation near zero would look white, gray, or black, depending on its luminance.
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It turns out that if LC,C,2 is considered a three-dimensional rectangular coordinate
system, LHS is the corresponding cylindrical coordinate system, where H is the angle
(nmeasured from the C,-axis), and S is the distance from the L-axis. This can be seen by
ol)serving that H contains information about the ratio of different colors (i.e., relative
amounts of R, G, B, or the relative amounts of C, and C2.) Saturation on the other hand,
contains information about the amount of color present. [Guattery79] shows that 10 bits of
hue (0 - 1023) is sufficient to obtain minimal conversion errors; thus we represent hue in this
manner. Table I shows the RGB, LCC 2, and LHS representations for the "pure" colors.
Note that for white and black, C, and C2 are zero and thus hue is undefined.
Table I. Representation of Colors
Color
black
red
green
blue
yellow
magenta
cyan
white
R
0
255
0
0
255
255
0
255
G
0
0
255
0
255
0
255
255
B
0
0
0
255
0
255
255
255
L
0
76
158
20
235
97
178
255
C,
0
127
-113
-14
14
113
-127
0
C02
0
-41
-86
127
-127
86
41
0
H S
- 0
819 133
617 142
274 128
786 128
150 142
462 133
- 0
This representation not dnly allows us to alter only pels of a particular hue, but to easily
alter the hue and saturation of these pels. For example, if we want to make blue objects look
more green, we simply look for pels with hue in the "blue" range, and adjust the hue
appropriately. Similarly, if we want to make red objects look more red, we simply look for
pels with hue in the "red" range, and increase their saturation. These transformations are
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performed by the "selective correction" modules in the CIPG system. Three different sets of
knobs are provided so an operator can adjust the luminance, hue or saturation of pels in any
of seven predefined hue ranges.
There is a slight discrepancy botween "saturation" as we have just defined it, and our
intuitive notion of "purity" of a color. For example, in RGB representation, if G = B = 0, we
tf ink of the color as "pure" red (provided R # 0) whether R = 100 or R = 255. However, in
this case, S is proportional to R (the amount of color):
C, = .498 R
C2 = -. 162 R
s = (C + C)2 = .524 R
We can find the "true saturation" of a pel by dividing saturation by luminance (S/L). In the
example above, L = .299 R and S = .524 R, so S/L = 1.75, independent of R.
When the color translation module was first designed, luminance of a pel was not
altered, and adjusting "saturation" (S) was equivalent to adjusting "true saturation" (S/L).
True saturation was only calculated in the "special correction" module, where we need to
adjust pels as a function of both hue and (true) saturation. Since then, we have added the
capability of adjusting luminance. As luminance is increased (and S held constant), S/L
decreases. Although this may be undesirable, it is simple enough to adjust both saturation
and luminance (by adjusting both sets of controls) when we want to adjust luminance but
keep S/L constant.
Although the representations we have discussed so far are sufficient for the
transformations performed by the color translation module, they are not necessarily ideal.
We use a system (LClC 2) linearly related to RGB since most pictures originate in RGB and
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are displayed in RGB (on the TV), and linear transformations are easier to implement.
Unfortunately, systems linearly related to RGB are not linearly related to human perception.
For example, we notice a much bigger difference between L = 50 and L = 100 than we do
between L = 200 and L. = 250. If we shift the luminance of all pels by 50, we observe
greater changes in darker areas of th,, picture.
A lot of work has been done to quantify the difference people observe in different
colors. The Munsell [Munsell] [Evans48] color system was developed for describing paint
colors, where it was necessary to quantify the difference people perceive between different
paints. The CIE L-a-b representation system [MacAdam81], developed from the Munsell
system, includes a "lightness" value (L) and two "color" values (a,b). A change of one unit
in any of the three values should appear to be (approximately) the same "distance" from the
original color, regardless of the coordinate changed and the values of the other coordinates.
The "lightness" value here is proportional to the cube-root of the luminance value we have
been discussing. Other perceptually-based systems use lightness scales proportional to the
square root or the logarithm of luminance. Perceptually uniform representations might be
useful in a color translation module since we could more easily insure that unit changes in
one direction are equivalent to unit changes in another direction. They have not been used
in the past since linearity with RGB was considered more important for implementation
reasons. However, non-linear functions can now be easily implemented with PROMs, and
we will most likely transform our RGB signals to a lightness scale in the production version
of our system.
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The representations discussed so far are useful in the color translation system for
altering the picture and displaying it on the TV. These represenrtations are not as useful for
printing because they do not specify the inks we need to print the picture. Inks co•,bine in a
much more complicated process than TV phosphors do. TV phosphors are characterized
by the wavelengths of light they emit; the appearance of a TV picture depends on the sum of
the spectral distributions of the light from each phosphor. This is often referred to as
"additive" color mixing. In fact, the appearance of a combination of several colors of light
can be predicted from the appearance of the individual lights, without knowing their exact
spectral characteristics.
Inks, on the other hand, are characterized by the wavelengths they absorb. For
example, yellow ink appears yellow only because it absorbs mostly blue light; the light
reflected from a yellow object is concentrated in the red and green areas of the spectrum. If
we mix yellow ink and cyan ink, wavelengths in the blue region are absorbed by the yellow
ink, and wavelengths in the red region are absorbed by the cyan ink; the result looks green.
Thus, as we add different colors of inks, we are subtracting different wavelengths from the
reflected light. This is often referred to as "subtractive" color mixing. The appearance of a
mixture of inks depends not only on the appearance of the individual inks, but on their exact
absorption characteristics.
Once we define a set of inks, we can represent any (printable) color by the densities of
inks required to print it. Three commonly-used inks are cyan, magenta, and yellow (CMY).
Ideally, yellow ink absorbs only blue light, cyan ink absorbs only red light, and magenta ink
absorbs only green light. If the inks were ideal, we could calculate the required ink densities
from the RGB values with (ignoring scale factors):
.15-
C = log (2))
M = log (255
Y = log (2B5)
Here, if R, G, or B = 255, we want no light of that color to be absorbed, so we use no ink of
that color. If R, G, or B = 0, we wanit all light of that color to be absorbed, and we would
theoretically need an infinite amount of ink. In practice, the CMY values listed above are
referred to as D,DgDb and are interpreted to mean the combined density of all inks which
absorb light of that particular color. This is because practical printing inks are non-ideal and
absorb some light at all wavelengths.
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3. CIPG Color Processing System
Now that we have discussed the methods used for representing color pictures, we can
understand the complete CIPG color processing system. The system is designed to work in
several stages. After a picture has been scanned into the system, an operator will make
changes to the picture by turning knobs on a control panel and see the results displayed in
real time on a TV monitor. Since the scanned picture has a much greater resolution than a
TV monitor, these operations will be performed on a subsampled version of the original input
picture. When the TV picture is satisfactory, the system will perform the same
transformation on the full-resolution input picture and store the results back on disk. The
system will then determine the ink densities required to print the altered picture.
This chapter will describe the various modules in the system for both altering the input
picture (Color Translation Module) and printing the final picture (Ink Correction Module).
This will provide a framework for understanding the more detailed discussion of the
selective and special color and luminance correction modules later in this paper.
3.1 Color Translation Module
Figure 1 shows an overview of the prototype CTM, showing the different modules
designed to adjust the picture in different ways. The picture originates at a computer
memory ("PCTV memory"). Each pel is passed from module to module and is altered in
different ways before being displayed on the TV monitor. Each module is currently
controlled by a set of knobs allowing the user to select the desired changes.
-17-
Figure 1. Prototype Color Translation Module?
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The first modules in the system correct overall characteristics of the picture. The
gradation module [Troxel81] [Burzinski78] [Matson79] allows us to set the luminance range
and contrast of the picture. We can adjust the luminance in the shadow, midlone, and
hi.jhlight regions individually. The ROB color balance module (RGB CBM) [Schott82] allows
us to adjust the overall amount of red, green, and blue in the picture. This module
calculates the picture that would have. resulted if the picture had been taken under different
light, taking the film characteristics into account.
The LCC 2 color balance module, originally designed by Finley Shapiro [Shapiro80]
and modified by Mike LaRow [LaRow82], allows us to adjust color as a function of
luminance. For example, we may want to adjust the color of the shadow regions only (low
values of luminance.) To operate this module, we select the magnitude and direction of a
"color vector" to -be added to all the pels in the picture within the given luminance range
(overall, shadow, midtone, or highlight). This means we are effectively choosing a particular
hue to add to the picture and the amount of this hue to be added.
The selective and special color [Lee80] [Peynado81] and luminance [Vachon81]
correction modules allow us to adjust luminance, hue, and saturation as a function of the
input hue and saturation. These modules form the basis for this thesis. Since the selective
and special correction modules require data in Luminance-Hue-Saturation (LHS) format and
the rest of the system uses L'C, 2 format, cartesian-to-polar (CPC) and polar-to-cartesian
converters (PCC) are included. (Recall that LHS is a polar-coordinate form of LC1 C2.)
In "selective" correction, we adjust hue, saturation, or luminance as a function of hue
only. We have seven predefined overlapping hue regions: magenta, blue, cyan, green,
yellow, orange, and red. With seven hue shift controls, seven saturation shift controls, and
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seven luminance shift controls, we can adjust the hue, saturation, or luminance of pels of
any of these seven hues. For example, if we decide the red colors in a picture look pink, we
might want to increase the red saturation and decrease the red luminance. Also, we can
highlight particular objects by increa.iing the luminance or saturation of particular colors.
In "special" correction, we adjust hue, saturation, or luminance as a function of hue
and saturation. Rather than define particular hue and saturation regions in advance, we
provide four controls: center hue (CH), hue width (HW), center saturation (CS), and
saturation width (SW). These allow us to select the center and width of the "chromatic
region" to be altered. The special hue shift, special saturation shift, and special luminance
shift controls all cause the corresponding changes only in the region selected. This module
will be used for altering pai-ticular colors or objects when the selective correction module is
inadequate. For example, we may want to alter only the highly-saturated greens; selective
correction only permits us to specify the hue of the pels to be modified. We may also want to
define a very narrow hue range to alter, where selective correction only operates on
predefined hue ranges.
The output of the CTM is then converted back to RGB format for display on the TV
monitor. Tone scale memories at the output of the system compensate for non-linearities in
the TV monitors.
In the production version of the system, we plan to expand the capabilities of this
prototype system. A block diagram of the current plans for the production version is
included in Figure 2. First, we plan to add provisions for computer control of the changes
introduced by each module. One problem we have found with the prototype CTM is that
very slight variations in the knob outputs can generate noise in the picture. Each module of
-20 -
Figure 2. Production Color Translation Module
IrJ
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the CTM will be connected to a computer bus (via the "C-bus") so that once the desired
krnob settings have been obtained, the computer can road them (once) and store all
necessary values in RAMs in the video path. This also permits us to choose a particular
transformation in advance and apply it to all input pictures (to correct for known distortions
in reproduction, for example.)
One very useful feature not included in the prototype CTM is the ability to alter only a
particular object in the picture. Although we can alter only objects of a particular hue, or
only objects of a particular hue and saturation, there is no guarantee that we will only be
affecting one object. The approach taken in the production version is to permit the operator
to draw a box or another shape around a particular object ("silhouetting") and specify that
only pels inside the box are to be altered. Silhouette control bits will be pipelined through
the system with the video data; these are denoted "SIL" in Figure 2. Each module will
receive instructions via the C-bus specifying how the silhouette bits are to be used in that
module.
As mentioned earlier, the picture processed by the CTM and displayed on the TV is a
subsampled version of the picture to be printed. When the full-resolution picture is
processed, the output of the CTM will instead be stored on disk. Although this capability has
been planned for some time, it has not been included in the current prototype. This module
is referred to as the "TV Acqljisition Module" (TVA) and is being designed by Ricardo Velez
[Velez82]. This circuitry should also aid us in debugging the other modules by making it
easier to compare (numerically) the inputs and outputs of the system; previously we could
only view pictures on the TV or trace signals with an oscilloscope or a logic analyzer.
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3.2 Ink Correction Module
The Ink Correction Module [Mishra81] [Dreshfield82] is designed to calculate the ink
densities required to print the picture once the operator has chiosen the desired
transformation and the full-resolution picture has been corrected accordingly. An overview
of the ink correction process is showNn in Figure 3. This diagram should be viewed as a
conceptual process, and not necessOrily as a hardware implementation. In fact, the current
implementation plan is to replace most of this diagram with a large lookup table.
We begin the process with each pel in R,G,B form after conversion from LC1C2. As
discussed in the previous chapter, we can calculate the required densities of ideal inks by
simply taking the logarithms of the R,G,B values. The "B matrix" calculates the required
densities for inks that are non-ideal but behave as "block dyes". These dyes are assumed to
have a non-zero but known, constant absorptions in each of the red, green, and blue bands.
For example, we might decide magenta ink has an absorption of .9 in the green band (where
it should be 1) and an absorption of .1 in the red band (where it should be 0). Then we could
view this magenta ink as a mixture of ideal magenta and a smaller amount of cyan. Then if
we were printing a color requiring specific densities of magenta and cyan inks, we might
need to use some extra magenta ink and less cyan ink than we would if we were using ideal
inks.
Although this process reduces the error quite a bit, it does not result in good color
matches for all possible colors. At this point we can simply include a lookup table (LUT)
which contains the differences between the values generated by the B-matrix, and the
values we have found experimentally. These were determined by printing all combinations
-23-
Figure 3. Ink Correction Process
'ZKS
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of eight different amounts of the three colors (yellow, cyan, magenta), and measuring the
resulting R,C,B values. Three-dimensional linear interpolation can be used to find values
not in the LUT.
We are also considering the problem of printing with black ink in addition to the three
colored inks. This is desirable sincE it permits us to obtain a larger density range and to
replace some of the more expensive colored inks with less expensive black ink; this is
known as undercolor removal (UCR). As shown in Figure 3, the "K algorithm" computes the
appropriate amount of black ink (K), and the UCR algorithm determines the resulting
amounts of each of the colored inks (CMY). One simple UCR algorithm is to remove equal
densities of each of the three colored inks, and add the same density of black ink (since
black ink theoretically absorbs equally in all three bands.) Unfortunately, this algorithm
works only if the -inks are ideal, and has been found to be inadequate in practice. Prof.
Schreiber and Guy Vachon are currently looking at better algorithms for K and UCR.
-25-
4. Selective and Special Correction Algorithms
Now that we understand the purpose of the CIPG color processing system and the
sciective and special correction modules, we will examine the selective and special color
and luminance correction algorithms in more detail. This chapter begins by describing the
specific algorithms used in these modules in the prototype CTM. We will then introduce
some suggested improvements to be implemented in a later chapter.
4.1 Summary of Previous Algorithms
In studying the color translation algorithms, we find that the algorithms in different
modules are quite similar in overall design but differ in specific details. We will first discuss
the general aspects of selective and special correction, showing how we can adjust pels as
a function of their hue and saturation. We will then describe the specific algorithms used in
different modules.
In selective correction, we need to adjust only those pels which lie in a particular hue
range. One approach might be to divide all possible input hues into seven ranges and allow
each of the seven controls to affect all the pels in that range and no others. Unfortunately,
this would mean that two almost-identical pels could be in different hue ranges and thus be
affected by different controls. Instead, we have smooth weighting functions Wi(H)
specifying the effect a particular knob has on pels of a particular hue. For example, pels that
lie between red and magenta are affected by both the red and magenta knobs. Pels with
hues closer to red are affected more by the red knobs, and pels with hues closer to magenta
are affected more by the magenta knobs. The weighting function is a raised cosine (or
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cos2). This was chosen since it is a smooth function of hue, and the two functions for
adjacent hues will add to 1 (in the region between the two hues). This means that if we
adjust red and magenta knobs together, all the peis in the red-to-magenta range will be
aifected equally.
The shift applied to any pel is thus simply the sum of all the knob settings weighted by
the amount that each knob affects this pel, specifically,
shift = Z knob i Wi(H)
where "shift" represents luminance, hue, or saturation shift, and "knob" represents any of
the corresponding selective correction knobs. The exact relationships between input
values, shift values, and output values vary between modules and will be discussed later.
Special correction is more complicated than selective correction since the luminance,
hue, and saturation are to be adjusted as a function of hue and saturation. For clarity, we
introduce two new quantities:
K = (H - CH)/HW
M = (S/L - CS)/SW
Intuitively, "K" represents the distance between the hue of a given pel and the center hue
(measured in units of hue width), and "M" represents the distance between the (true)
saturation of a given pel and the center saturation (implicitly, true saturation). In selective
correction, we defined "shift"ito be equal to the sum of weighting functions multiplied by the
knob settings; in special correction we define "shift" as:
shift = knob x W(M) x W(K)
where, again, "shift" can represent luminance, hue, or saturation shift, and "knob"
represents the output of the corresponding special shift knob. W(M) and W(K) are raised
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cosine functions, similar to W,(I 1) in selective correction.
As we mentioned earlier, the way in which "shift" affects the output values varies from
module to module. Some modules of the system use a simple addition, while others use
more complicated algorithms involving multiplication in an attempt to achieve a better user
interface.
The designers of the selective and special color correction modules used algorithms
that were simplest to build in hardware. Hue shifts were implemented by simply adding "hue
shift" to "hue" of each pel. This was not the case for saturation, however. In designing the
cartesian-to-polar and polar-to-cartesian converters, the simplest implementation resulted
when the signals in the color correction modules were defined to be hue and log(saturation),
as opposed to hue and saturation. Thus the selective and special color correction modules
adjust saturation- by adding to log(saturation), effectively multiplying "saturation" by
"saturation shift", or more precisely, by bshift, where b is the base of the logarithms used.
The actual equations are (for selective correction):1
log S' = log S + I SSi Wi(H)
H' = H + E HS i Wi(H)
where
log S' = output log(saturation)
log S = input log(saturation)
SS i  = knob setting, ith selective saturation knob
1. In this paper, "Log"' and "exp" do not necessarily refer to In x and ex. Instead, they refer to these
functions scaled to give appropriate ranges on resulting values (i.e., K In x and ex/K, or equivalently,
logLx and bx, where In b = 1/K.) In some cases this affects the result; in others it does not. K is
184.61 in selective luminance correction, 163.99 in special luminance correction and in calculating
shifts in special ccor correction, and 52.56 in calculating log S for selective and special color
correction.
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H' = output hue
H = input hue
HSj = knob setting, ith selective hue shift knob
W,(H) = a weighting function specifying the effect of the itI knob on pels of
hue H.
The equations for special color correc:tion are similar:
log S" = log S' + SSsp W(M) W(K)
H" = H' + HSsp W(M) W(K)
where log S" and H" represent the outputs of the special color correction module, HSp and
SS,, represent the special hue and saturation shift knobs, and the other quantities are as
defined previously.
When the selective luminance correction module was designed, the algorithm used for
modifying saturation was also applied to luminance. This was not the simplest
implementation for luminance correction, since it involved taking the logarithm of the input
luminance, adding "luminance shift", and exponentiating the result. The complications
were not serious, however, and the algorithm was expected to give better performance than
simply adding luminance shift to the input luminance.' The equations are similar to the
selective saturation shift equations, except that the output is not logarithmic:
L' = exp (log L + 2 LS, Wi(H))
where
L' = output luminance
L = input luminance
LSj = knob setting, ith selective luminance knob
W,(H) = weighting function, as before.
1. It was felt that zero input luminance should result in zero output luminance, regardless of knob
settings, and that the resulting changes should be greater in brighter areas of the picture in order to
appear somewhat uniform.
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The algorithm used in the special luminance correction module was designed in
keeping with properties of human vision. Under the right conditions, the minimum
perceptible difference in luminance rises monotonically with the original luminance. Thus it
seems appropriate to scale the luminance shift by the input luminance before the addition so
that regardless of the original luminance, the shift will appear the same to the human
operator. This results in the following algorithm:
L" = L' + L' LS W(K) W(M)
wnere we use L' to denote the input to the special correction module (i.e., the output of the
selective correction module) and L" to denote the output of the special correction module.
Although the algorithms discussed above seem different on paper, we do not notice
much difference when using the CTM. We notice the maximum amount of shift we can get
with the knobs; this is simply a function of the scaling factors used in the implementation,
and can be chosen independently of the algorithm. We also find that as we increase the
knob settings past a certain point, we are introducing undesirable changes into the picture
(rather than simply making an object look brighter). Ideally, we would like to. have an
algorithm which permits us to make the maximum possible change to the picture before
undesirable changes result. In the next section, we shall consider some revised algorithms
designed to improve performance in this area.
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4.2 Design of Revised Algorithms
One problem with the algorithnms for saturation and luminance correction discussed
above is that for any (positive) knob setting, all pels above a certain luminance (or
saturation) will be clamped at the rnaximum possible luminance (or saturation). As the
knobs are turned up, more and more pels will be clamped. For large shifts, this means that a
large portion of the picture usually ends up with some undesirable change. The maximum
possible luminance ends up looking white regardless of the original color, so increasing the
luminance shift ends up making larger and larger areas look white. For large saturation
shifts, rather than getting the appearance of the red colors becoming more and more red
(for example), we get the appearance of more and more gray areas becoming red.
A better algorithm would shift midrange luminance (or saturation) values more than it
shifts values that are already near maximum (or minimum), and thus avoid generating values
outside the permissible range (0 - 255) which must then be clamped. If we view the
luminance adjustment algorithm as a mapping from input luminance to output luminance,
clamping results in a range of input luminance values being mapped to the minimum or
maximum luminance. Minimum and maximum luminance values represent black and white,
and have very little color assoc;ated with them. This means that we are reducing the amount
of color in the picture, as well, as the amount of contrast. This constraint does not apply to
hue shifts since hue is circular; in adding "hue shift" to "hue" we use modulo-1024
arithmetic and simply allow the results to "overflow". Hue has no physical limitations in the
same sense as the luminance and saturation limitations.
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One algorithm [Schreiber8lc] designed to shift midrange values more than values near
the endpoints is (for the selective luminance case):
L' = L + f(L) 2 LSjW, (ll)
where f(L) is a function which is maximum at moderate values of L and zero at the minimum
(L = O0) or maximum (L = 255) values.
With this algorithm, pels of midrange luminance would be affected the most (for given
knob settings), and pels of zero or m[rximum luminance are never changed. This is similar to
the algorithm used in the gradation module [Troxel81] [Burzinski78] [Matson79], although
intended for slightly different purposes there. We can also derive similar algorithms for
special luminance correction and selective and special color correction, as follows:
L" = L' + f(L') LSs, W(M) W(K)
S' = S + f(S) : SS, W,(H)
S" -= S' + f(S') SSsp W(M) W(K)
where the same weighting function is applied to the luminance input in the special
luminance correction module and the saturation inputs in the selective and special color
correction modules.
Several constraints must be applied to the luminance (or saturation) weighting function
to achieve the desired results. The first constraint is that the weighting function be a smooth
function of luminance. We want pels that look approximately the same to be affected in
approximately the same way. Another constraint is that the resulting transfer function
should be monotonic, that is, pels with higher values of input luminance should have higher
values of output luminance. Also, although we have required that the actual changes be
larger at midrange input values to avoid generating values out of the permissible range, we
want the differences we notice in the picture to appear as uniform as possible over the entire
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range of input values.
One smooth function of L which could be used as a weighting function is:
f(L) = sin (ArL/255).
Note that this function is zero at L =. 0 and L = 255 and maximum at midrange values, as
rcquired. To get the maximum possible shift without generating values out of range, recall
tl iat for the hue weighting functions,
2: Wi(H) • 1
for all values of H. If, for convenience, we define -1 < LS < 1, then
I: LSjWj(H)I < 1
for all values of H. To avoid generating values out of range, we require
f(L) <_ L
and
f(L) < 255 - L.
Observe that
sin x < x
and
sin x x for small values of x.
Thus,
f(L) = 255/n sih(wL/255) " L for small values of L,
but
f(L) < L.
Also, by symmetry,
-33
f(L) _< 255 - L.
These constants give us the maximum possible changes in the picture without generating
any values out of range (for this particular function.) To verify that this range is adequate,
we note that in the previous selective luminance correction module, with LS set to its
rraximum value,
L' = exp (log L + 63)
or, more precisely,
L' = L * 1.00543163 = L * 1.41
In this module, LS was represented with 7 bits and was assumed to be in the range -64 < LS
< 63. The constant 1.005431 is determined from the scaling functions used in implementing
the log and exp functions. With an input luminance of L = 100 (a typical midrange value), L'
= 141. With the revised algorithm and constants chosen for maximum range,
L' = L + (255/7r)sin (wL/255),
and with L = 100, L' = 177. Thus the constants used here should provide an adequate
range. The complete transfer functions (L' vs L) for these two algorithms are .shown in
Figure 4. Note that the revised algorithm allows a much greater luminance shift in the
midrange values of luminance without clamping the larger values of luminance.
As mentioned earlier, one consideration in choosing a weighting function is that the
resulting transfer function should be monotonic. Since f(L) represents the maximum
possible shift,
L - f(L) <L' <L + f(L),
and
.34.
Figure 4. Comparison of Transfer Functions
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IALI _5 f(L).
Now suppose there are two pels with luminance values L1 and L2 with L I < L2. We require
L', 
_ L'2
Or
L, + f(L1) _ L2 + f(L2)
L, - f(L,) < L2 - f(L2 ).
T"iis means that
f(L1) - f(L2) .L2 - L,
f(L2) - f(L,) - L2 - L1
Since L2 > L, by definition, we have
If(L2) -f(L,)j < L2 -L1
or
If(L2) - f(L 1)
L2 - L,
or
Using f(L) = 255/77 sin (n~L/255) as derived before, we find
df
dL - cos (L/255)
so Jdf/dLj _ 1, as required. Note that the constants chosen to precisely satisfy the first
constraint (f(L) < min (L, 255 - L)) also precisely satisfy the derivative constraint. In fact,
any function with f(O) = f(265) = 0 satisfying the derivative constraint also satisfies the
magnitude constraint.
One other constraint discussed earlier was that the differences we notice in the picture
should appear as uniform as possible over the entire range of input values, although we
must keep the output values within the permissible range. To discuss this constraint, we
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must have some measure of the amount of change we perceive in a picture. Since the
luminance values discussed here are not linearly related to human perception, the
numerical differences in luminance are not a good measure of the perceived differences.
Oiie solution to this problem is to transform L to a lightness scale, where numerical
diiferences do correspond to perceived differences.
It can also be argued that the peak of the weighting function should only be maximum
255
at 255 if the input is on a lightness scale. If instead, the input is on a linear scale, then the
maximum of the weighting function would be at the point corresponding to a lightness of
255
2 . This would insure that the maximum numerical difference occurs for values of input
luminance which appear to be in the midtone range. It does not guarantee that the
maximum perceptible difference occurs at this point, since we would still be adding or
subtracting on the linear scale. Also, when we impose the derivative constraint introduced
earlier, an asymmetric weighting function must Ihave a smaller maximum value and thus can
only permit a smaller range of control. Considering all of these factors, the best approach is
probably to to use a lightness scale and a symmetric weighting function.
Although we believe the sine function chosen in this chapter will provide the desired
results, it is worthwhile to consider the effects of choosing different weighting functions.
One weighting function commonly used in the color translation module is a raised cosine.
Using the constraints imposed earlier, we can derive
255 2.Lf(L) - 25 ( 1 - cos(255))
The main difference between this function and the sine function is that the points of
1 3maximum slope in the raised cosine are at L = 1(255) and L - 4(255), where the points of
maximum slope in the sine function are at L = 0 and L = 255. To see the potential problem
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introduced here, consider the effect of increasing the coefficients on these functions to
permit a wider range of control. (Although we have already shown that the constants
chosen will be adequate for selective luminance correction, this is not necessarily the case
for selective saturation correction.) If the weighting function is a sine function, clamping will
be required, and this will prevent the transfer function from becoming non-monotonic since
the maximum slope is at the extremes) of the luminance range. If a raised cosine function is
used, however, the transfer function would be non-monotonic in the regions near L =
1 34(255) and L = 3(255). Figures 5 and 6 compare the resulting transfer functions with LS =
.5 (an intermediate value), LS = 1 (the "maximum" value), and LS = 2 (occurs only if
constants modified to increase range.) Note that the raised cosine weighting function does
result in a non-monotonic transfer function with LS = 2, while clamping prevents this from
happening with the sine weighting function. Thus we should modify our constraints to say
that jdf/dLI can be > 1 only where f(L) > L and the output will be clamped if a large shift is
selected. In any case, this discussion has shown us that a seemingly reasonable function
can lead to undesirable effects if the constraints developed here are not imposed.
Before concluding this discussion, however, we must point out some differences
between the constraints used in developing this weighting function and the constraints used
in developing weighting functions in other modules of the CTM. The difference is in the
point of view taken toward a given control. When we operate the selective luminance shift
controls, we intend to adjust luminance as a function of hue, not as a function of the
luminance itself. Thus we expect objects of the selected color to get brighter, but we expect
the relationships between brighter and darker parts of the same object to be maintained. On
the other hand, when we operate the selective hue shift controls, we do intend to adjust hue
-38.
Figure 5. Transfer Functions with Sine Weighting Function
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Figure 6. Transfer Functions with Raised Cosine Weighting Function
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as a function of the hue itself. As an example, consider shifting blue objects to green. The
hue transfer function used here would be non-monotonic since both blue and green objects
end up green, and cyan objects rernmain cyan (or may be shifted slightly). Although we can
argue whether this large a shift wou'd ever be used in practice, the resulting picture does
correspond to our expectations based on the given definitions of the knobs.
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5. Prototype Hardware
The next step in this project was to build some hardware so that we could evaluate the
rEvisod algorithms introduced in the preceding chapter. Since the hardware required to
implement the new algorithms is similar to the hardware used to implement the previous
algorithms, we implemented the new algorithms by modifying the previous circuitry. Before
we discuss specific circuits, however, we must understand the structure of the selective and
special correction modules so that we can make the best possible use of the existing
circuitry and correctly interface our circuits to the rest of the prototype system. Thus the
first section of this chapter will discuss the general structure of these modules, and the
following sections will describe the hardware designed for this thesis.
5.1 Overall Structure
The main problems in the design of this system involved making the circuitry fast
enough to handle data at video rates and respond to changes in knob settings without
perceptible delay. Each module is divided into a video pipeline, designed to alter pels at
video rates, and a knob computer, designed to compute functions of the knob settings and
store the results in RAMs in the video path.
As mentioned earlier, 1iels arrive in the luminance channel at 10 MHz and in the
chrominance channels at 5 MHz. Since we can do very little in 100 or 200 ns (the time
between pels), the data must be pipelined. Each stage of the pipeline performs very simple
calculations that can be accomplished within the specified time - for example, one addition
or one table-lookup. We implement multiplications by adding logarithms; this requires
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several pipeline stages but avoids the use of expensive multipliers. We use PROMs to
implement logarithms, weighting functions, and various non-linear functions used in
ccordinate transformations.
The knob computers of the selective color (SCC) and luminance (SLC) correction
modules consist of hybrid analog-digital circuitry designed to calculate luminance shift, hue
shift, and saturation shift for each possible hue, based upon the knob settings and weighting
functions discussed earlier. We use three RAMs: one to store the luminance shifts for all
possible input hues, one to store the hue shifts, and one to store the saturation shifts. The
video path uses the hue of each input pel as the address to the RAMs to find the necessary
luminance shift, hue shift, and saturation shift.
As an example, consider the block diagram of the selective color correction module as
shown in Figure 7. (This diagram shows only the color correction circuitry and not the
luminance correction circuitry.) The knob computer consists of the analog multiplexors, a
counter, PROMs implementing the weighting functions, amplifiers, and an A/D converter.
The counter sequentially steps through all possible input hues. For each hue, we select the
two knobs which can affect pels of this hue (one of the "even" knobs, and one of the "odd"
knobs). The multiplying D/A converters (MDACs) multiply the knob settings by the
weighting functions. The output of the knob computer, from the A/D converter, is stored in
RAMs (only the hue shift andc saturation shift RAMs are shown here) during retrace time.
The address to the RAMs is the hue value from the counter during retrace time and the input
hue from the video path during video time; this is controlled by a (digital) multiplexor. The
video path shown here is very straightforward; the shift values from the RAMVls are simply
added to the input values (hue or log(saturation)).
Figure 7. Prototypo Selective Color Correction Module
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One disadvantage of storing shift values in RAMs and only updating them during
retrace time is that the RAM values are not updated instantaneously when a knob is turned.
However, we only require that the values be updated fast enough so that the delay is not
noticeable to a human operator. To update all RAM values, we must cycle through all
possible hues twice - once to read the hue shift knobs, and once to read the saturation
shift knobs. (The luminance shift knobs are read with a separate A/D converter, and are
thus read at the same time as hue shift and saturation shift knobs.) We can read all the
knobs in approximately 1/7.5 seconds, an acceptable delay. Experimentally we have found
that if we turn a knob quickly over a large range, we can notice the picture "jumping" in two
steps to the required result. However, if we turn the knobs slowly (as we would to carefully
get a particular result) we cannot notice any delay.
Special correction is more complicated than selective correction since the luminance,
hue, and saturation are to be adjusted as a function of hue and saturation. The knob
computers of the special color (SpCC) and luminance (SpLC) correction modules consist of
analog and digital circuitry to calculate K (for each possible input hue) and M .(for each
possible true saturation) and then look up log W(K) and log W(M) in a PROM. Recall that K
depends on CH and HW as well as the current hue, and that M depends on CS and SW as
well as the current (true) saturation. We need the logarithms here because we will later
multiply W(K) x W(M) by adding logarithms. We store log (knob * W(K)) for each possible
input hue in one RAM (actually three RAMs since "knob" can be luminance shift, hue shift,
or saturation shift) and log W(M) for each possible true saturation in another RAM.
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The video path of the special color correction module is shown in Figure 8. This
hardware first calculates the true saturation (S/L) by adding log S and -log L. It then uses
S/L and the hue of the input pels to address the RAMS, giving us W(M) and LS,,p W(K);
these results are added to produce log (shift). The special color correction module
exponentiates this value and adds the result to log S, where the special luminance
correction module adds this signal to log(L), exponentiates the sum, and adds the result to
L.
- 46-
Figure 8. Prototype SpCC Video Path
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5.2 Modifications
The circuitry described in the previous section is fairly complex. The selective and
special correction modules, cartesian-to-polar and polar-to-cartesian converters, and
various receiver/transmitter circuitry together comprise six quad boards and ten dual
boards in two nine-slot backplanes. These boards were built over a period of several years
as part of three Masters' theses and several Bachelors' theses. Although designing the
hardware to implement the revised algorithms in these modules was fairly straightforward,
the prototype CTM was rather unreliable and already cluttered with cables from previous
modifications. However, we still wanted to build a prototype to evaluate the performance of
these algorithms before completing the design of the production version of the CTM.
After studying the current hardware implementation, it became apparent that
modifying the saturation-correction hardware would be more difficult than modifying the
luminance-correction hardware for two reasons. First, the saturation inputs and outputs are
logarithmic (log S, log S', log S"), while !uminance inputs and outputs are linear (L, L', L"),
and the most direct implementation of the new algorithms requires linear inputs and outputs.
Although exp(S) and log(S) can be easily implemented with PROMs, this would necessitate
extra pipeline stages in the color correction modules, the luminance correction modules,
and in various control signals-(TV synchronizing signals, for example.) Second, there were
very few unused backplane connections and no unused sockets on the color correction
boards. Although there were only a few unused sockets on the luminance correction
boards, these boards were in a separate backplane with space available for new boards.
For these reasons, we decided to implement the changes only in the luminance correction
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modules and evaluate the performance of the algorithms there. The new algorithms for
saturation correction will be implemented only in the production version of the system. This
section will discuss the actual hardware designed to implement the revised algorithms in
both the selective and special luminance correction modules.
5.2.1 Selective Luminance Correction
To explain the hardware changes necessary to implement the revised SLC algorithm,
we will first review the relevant equations. The old algorithm was:
L' = exp (log L + I LSI W,(H))
The new algorithm is:
L' = L + f(L) LSi Wi(H)
or
L' = L + exp (log f(L) + log (I LS Wi(H)))
For a block diagram of the previous implementation, refer to Figure 9. This figure
includes only the circuitry that was added to the CTM at the time the SLC was first built, and
not all the circuitry involved in calculating luminance shifts. Some signals were simply
brought over from the selective color correction module to avoid hardware duplication -
hue weighting functions, RAM address and control lines, for example. This figure will be
adequate for our purposes, however.
The most straightforward way to implement the new algorithm is to make the following
changes:
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Figure 9. Previous SLC Block Diagram
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1. Replace the PROM calculating log L with one calculating log ,(L).
2. Insert a PROM calculating log (I LSi Wi(FH)) before adding this
quantity to log f(L).
3. Insert an additional luminance pipeline path and add the output of
the old module to the input luminance.
Since there was insufficient space left on the selective luminance correction board, the
revisions were implemented by adding one dual board (the "revisions board"). Additional
changes were required in the original SLC board simply due to differences in signal
definitions (for example, some signals represent negative numbers where positive numbers
were used before.) These will be included for completeness after a discussion of the
revisions board.
Figure 10 shows a complete block diagram of all the hardware used to implement the
revised luminance correction algorithm. Dotted lines separate the original SLC board from
the revisions board. This corresponds directly to the changes listed above - a new PROM
was inserted to take the logarithm of LS (shift), a new luminance path was included, and
input luminance is added to the old output. The modifications are shown in more detail in
the next two figures.
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Figure 10. Revised SLC Block Diagram
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Figure 11 shows the PROMs used to implement log LS, where LS is I LS, W,(H). LS
comes from an A/D converter (ADC) on the analog board (not shown here). Although a
10-bit ADC is used on the analog board, we use only the most significant 8 bits here. This is
quite reasonable since the least significant two bits (and maybe more) are usually noise.
The PROMs actually implement K * log ILSI, where we assume -1 < LS < 1. In deriving the
algorithms used in this module, we had only required -1 < LS < 1, but if we use a strict
inequality we can assume that log LS < 0 and avoid using a separate sign bit. Note that if LS
= 0, log LS = -oo; this is detected with an extra bit (LSEZ). We also have a bit labelled
LSLTZ to detect LS < 0 (not the sign bit of log LS). The C program written to generate the
PROM contents is included as Appendix I.
For simplicity, we have kept the same constants used in this module before. with K =
184.61. This means that we can keep the same exponentiation PROMs. This constant was
used previously in implementing log L and had been chosen so that we could get the
maximum possible (10-bit) range out of the PROMs, since
Kln1 =0
and
K In255 = 1023.
Since our weighting function has a maximum of 255/nr (rather than 255), we could have
increased this constant to
1023K = n255/) = 232.68In(255/w)
This was more critical in the previous implementation (L' = exp (log L + LS)) since any
round-off error in calculating logarithms or exponentials resulted in error in the picture, even
if LS = 0. In our implementation, we are simply calculating a shift value to add to the input
S53-
Figure 11. SLC Revisions Board: Log(LS) PROMs
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luminance, and round-off error is less critical.
Figure 11 also shows the circuitry for converting JLSHIFTI to I-SHIFT, where here
IL.SHIFTI = f(L) x LS, the output of the exponentiation PROM. If the ISLTZ bit is set, we
form the two's complement of ILS-IIFTI. This is done by complementing all the bits and
aiding one (by setting the carry input to the adder in the next figure.)
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Figure 12 shows the luminance path that was added to implement the extra term in the
equation. The LS399's are multiplexors with storage, used to implement clamping.
Overflow here would be unacceptable because it would result in pels that should be white
becoming black. Although these algorithms were designed never to require clamping, the
constants could be changed later to get a wider range on the output luminance; clamping
would then be necessary. Also, since these algorithms do generate output values of 0 and
255, round-off error in calculating PROM contents could conceivably cause a value of -1 or
256 to be generated. Thus clamping circuitry was included.
We need to clamp the output at zero if the result is negative and at 255 if the result is
greater than 255. The result is negative if LS < 0 (LSLTZ = 1) and C4 = 0; the result is
greater than 255 if LS 2 0 (LSLTZ = 0) and C4 = 1. Thus we clamp if LSLTZ ) C4 = 1, and
we clamp the bits at the same value as C4.
-56-
Figure 12. SLC Revisions Board: Luminance Path
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Note that we use all Schottky (S) parts in the adder shown in Figure 12 and the two's
ccmplement circuit in Figure 11. This was necessary to meet the speed requirements. This
can be seen by studying the worst-case propagation delays listed in Table II.
Table II. Propagation Delays
Type Parameter Delay in ns
LS S
163 clock - output 27 15
86 input -, output 30 10.5
283 data - carry-out 17 12
283 carry-in -* carry-out 22 11
283 carry-in -- data-out 24 18
399 set up time (data) 20 (S399s not available)
399 set up time (select) 25
With LS chips, the worst case path includes:
1. 163 (clock -· output of pipeline 3A)
2. 86 (in -, out of LSLTZ2 buffer)
"3. 86 (in -- out of two's complement circuit)
4. 283 (data -- carry-out most-significant part)
5. 86 (in -, out to generate select input to 399)
6. 399 (select input set-up time),
for a total of 164 ns with all LS parts. Note that in this case the delay through the extra xor
gate (86) to buffer the LSLTZ signal is greater than the delay in generating the carry from the
first adder chip. When S parts are used, the worst case delay includes:
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1. 163 (clock -+ output of pipeline 3A)
2. 86 (in -- out of two's complement circuit)
3. 283 (data -, carry-out least-significant part)
4. 283 (carry-in --, carry-cut most-significant part)
5. 86 (in - out to gener,.te select input to 399)
6. 399 (select input set-up time)
This comes to a total of 84 ns, just meeting the 100 ns limit.
Note also that drivers were included at the 399 outputs before going to the backplane.
Originally, these were not included, and occasional black lines appeared on the picture
when the 399's (surprisingly) could not pull these signals high during one pel time. When
the drivers were first added, the black lines went away, but white lines appeared. This was
because there was then too much delay in this path. The worst-case delay through an
LS399 is 32 ns (and only LS-series 399's are made), and the worst-case delay through a
74367 is 22 ns (again, no S parts were available). Unfortunately, the selective luminance
output was wired across the luminance backplane to the analog board, through ribbon
cables to a board in the color backplane, across the color backplane to the special color
correction module, and through another ribbon cable from special color correction to
special luminance correction (back in the luminance backplane!). We estimate the total
length of this path at 8 feet and 20 - 30 ns delay. Also, the clocks used to drive different
modules in the system were wired in a similarly random fashion and the clock skew between
various points in the system was anywhere between 20 and 40 ns. The errors in the picture
resulted when signals output from the selective luminance correction module did not arrive
at the special luminance correction module input before the next clock pulse. White lines
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were noticed whenever the most-significant bit remained high one pel longer than desired.
For example, the sequence:
84 83 82 81 80 7F 7E 7D 7C
occasionally ended up as:
84 83 82 81 80 FF 7E 7D 7C
T;ois does not necessarily mean that only the most-significant bit was too slow. but rather
that the most-significant bits produced errors that were quite noticeable in the picture; we
traced these with a logic analyzer. The solution to this problem was to rewire the output of
the selective luminance module directly to the special luminance module on the luminance
backplane. Clock lines were also rewired to reduce the clock skew.
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We now turn to discus;,ing the changes to the original SLC quad board. Figure 13
shows the input pipeline stages and the PROMs used to implement the luminance weighting
function f(L). The output of pipeline stage 1B is wired to the backplane, and then to the
revisions board. The PROMs here actually implement K In f(L), where K is the same
constant used in the log LS PROMs. Since f(L) = 0 for L = 0 and L = 255, log f(L) = -oo at
these points. This is implemented by using one bit of the PROM to indicate f(L) = 0
(denoted "FLEZ").
Figure 13 also includes the circuitry which detects when the luminance shift should be
zero ("ZERO"). This circuitry was added between pipeline stages 2A arid 2B. Note that the
same chip is used for both pipeline stages for the ZERO signal, while pipeline 2B for the data
is shown on another page. The ZERO signal clears pipeline stage 3A (ILSHIFTI), at the
output of the exponentiation PROM (also shown in a later figure). This signal is set
whenever any of the following conditions occur:
1. The luminance weighting function, f(L), is zero. This means the
input luminance was either 0 or 255, and should not be shifted.
2. The luminance shift value from the knobs is zero. This means
that the knobs corresponding to this hue were set for zero shift.
3. The sum of log f(L) and log (I LS W(H)) was negative. (The
adder is shown in the next figure.) Since exponentiating any negative
integer generates a number less than one, the exponentiation PROM
assumes that sum!> 0. If the sum is negative, exponentiation should
yield zero.
4. The selective luminance correction module is not enabled.
This occurs whenever the "transparent" knob is pressed on the knob
box.
In the production CTM, we will also clear pipeline 3A whenever the silhouette control bits
-61 -
Figure 13. SLC Input and Luminance Weighting Function
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indicate that we should not be making changes in this part of the picture. The ZERO signal
used previously was simply one bit of the output of the log L PROM indicating when
luminance was zero.
The pipeline stages and PROMs were used in the previous implementation, so the
changes required here consisted of reprogramming the PROMs to implement log f(L)
instead of log L, wiring the pipeline 1B output to the backplane, and generating the ZERO
signal discussed above.
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Figure 14 shows the RAMs used for storing the luminance shift for all possible values
of hue (0 - 1023). The hue of each pei comes over a jumper cable from pipeline stage 1 in
the selective color correction module and becomes the address to the 2148 RAMs. The
output of the RAM, log LS for this hue, is loaded into pipeline stage 2. During retrace time,
the address instead comes from a counter in the SCC knob computer which cycles through
all possible input hues. The luminance shift for this particular hue is written into the RAM at
that time. This circuitry is essentially the same as the circuitry originally designed for the
selective luminance correction module, except that we needed to add extra signal paths for
the LSLTZ and LSEZ signals. Fortunately, unused tri-state gates, RAM bits, and flip-flops
were available in the same packages already in use. Also, the selective luminance disable
signal had been connected to pipeline 2 in. this figure; this is no longer necessary since we
disable selective luminance by clearing pipeline stage 3A with the ZERO signal discussed
earlier.
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JFigure 14. SLC RAMs and Hue
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Figure 15 shows the circuitry for adding log f(L) and log LS. The circuitry originally
included here assumed that the most significant bit of the shift input (or log(shift))
represented its sign. The MSB was thus used to determine whether or not overflow
oc'curred, and the 399's were used as in the revisions board to clamp the output. With the
revised algorithms, on the other hand, since we have defined -1 < LS < 1, the input is now log
ILSI, and is always negative. Thus overflow cannot occur, since we have 10 bits in and 10
bits out. The next stage in the pipeline exponentiates the sum, and assumes sum > 0. If
sum < 0, we want the output of the exponentiation to be zero. Note that with 83 of S283-L3
tied high and A3 tied low, we are essentially performing an 11-bit addition; 13 is the sign of
the output. Recall that Z3 was used in Figure 13 to generate the ZERO signal used to clear
the output of the exponentiation PROM later on. Thus we no longer need to clamp the sum
outputs, so we tied the select line to ground.
-66-
Figure 15. SLC Log(Shift) Addition
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Figure 16 shows the exponentiation PROMs and pipeline stage 3A. The output of
pipeline stage 3A, denoted ILSHIFTI, is wired to the backplane where it is connected to the
revisions board. The zero signal, generated in Figure 13, clears ILSHIFTI here. Note that
pipeline stage 3A consists of registers with synchronous clears. Although 74163's are
actually counters, they have synchronous parallel load and parallel outputs, so they are
appropriate for this circuit. The circuitry previously included here used chips with
asynchronous clears (74174's), and attempted to synchronize the ZERO signal by ANDing it
with the 10 MHz clock. This signal was intended to clear pipeline stage 3A when the input
luminance was zero, or In L = -oo, The result was that whenever luminance was zero in one
pel, the pel before it would also be cleared. This bug was not noticed in the previous
implementation, but might be noticed if the same circuitry cleared the output whenever
luminance shift was zero. In either case, this must be done correctly in the production
system. The only disadvantage of 74163's is that they contain only four flip:flops per chip,
where 74174's contain six, so we had to add an additional chip.
.68-
Figure 16. SLC Exp(Log Shift)
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There is one further point worth mentioning here. Note from previous figures (and
from the block diagram) that we add the output of piheline stage 2A (10 MHz) to the output
of pipeline stage 2 (5 MIIz) in the previous figure. This is one place in the system where we
experienced synchronization problems between the 5 MHz chrominance data and the 10
MHz luminance data. If this problem is not examined carefully, we will e-nd up with artifacts
at the edge of pictures, or at the edge of particular objects. While we may not notice
problems in pels at the edge of the TV screen, we do notice problems in pels at the edge of
test patterns in the middle of the TV screen. Also, when the full-resolution picture is
processed, it will be broken up into TV-size pieces to be processed individually. Errors at
the edges of these pictures would be completely unacceptable.
The problem here is to consider where the first pel of luminance data is when the first
pel of chrominance data is loaded into the first pipeline stage of any given module. The
results depend upon the synchronization between the 5 MHz clock, the 10 MHz clock, and
the input data. Consider the timing diagram in Figure 17. The signals labelled "input" are
taken from the CTM backplane at the input to any module in the CTM. The signal labelled
"pipeline 1A" is taken from the cutput of the first 10 MHz pipeline stage, and the signal
labelled "pipeline 1" is taken from the output of the first 5 MHz pipeline stage. Note that
although the input data appears to be appropriately synchronized, the first luminance pel
enters the second 10 MHz pipeline stage (1 B) when the first chrominance pel enters the first
5 MHz pipeline stage. Thus, when the first luminance pel is in pipeline stage 2A, the first
chrominance pel will not be in pipeline stage 2.
-70.
Figure 17. Luminance/Chrominance Timing Relationships
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The obvious solution at this point is to rearrange our pipeline stages so that the output
of pipeline stage 2 is added to the output of pipeline stage 2B. This would eliminate the
problems we are currently experiencing at the edge of our test patterns in the prototype
system. However, this alone does not guarantee that the signals in the production CTM will
be synchronized correctly. We must insure that every module in the system has an even
number of 10 MHz pipeline stages (equal to twice the number of 5 MHz pipeline stages.) We
rrust also insure that the 5MHz clock is derived from the 10 MHz clock in such a way that the
first chrominance pel appears at the input to a module at the same time as the first
luminance pel, as shown for the "input" signal in Figure 17.
Even if this synchronization is done properly, we cannot guarantee that we will not
have undesirable effects at the edge of objects. For example, consider the picture shown in
Figure 18a. If we make all red areas darker, the red object will end up being mostly dark with
one bright stripe on the left-hand side, as shown in Figure 18b. This is clearly undesirable.
Since this problem is due the fact that we have subsampled the chrominance values, it can
only be avoided by requiring 10 MHz data on all channels and running the entire system at
10 MHz. In some cases, we have lower resolution chrominance data in our input pictures to
start with; in these cases, we will simply have identical values of C, and C2 in successive
pipeline stages. This could still result in the subsampling problems discussed previously;
the point is that designing the system for 10 MHz operation would not prevent the current
mode of operation if a particular input picture had been subsampled at 5 MHz.
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Figure 18. Effect of Subsampling Chrominance
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5.2.2 Special Luminance Correction
We will now turn to discussing the changes required to implement the revised
algorithm in the special luminance ccrrection module. Although the circuitry for the special
luminance correction module is more complex than that for selective luminance correction,
it required fewer changes since the previous SpLC algorithm was very close to the now
algorithm. The old algorithm was:
L" = L' + L' LS W(M) W(K)
or
L" = L' + exp(log L' + log LS + log W(M) + log W(K))
and the new algorithm is:
L" = L' + f(L') LS W(M) W(K)
or
L" = L' + exp(log f(L') + log LS + log W(M) + log W(K))
A block diagram showing the actual implementation is included as Figure 19.
Surprisingly, all we have to do is replace L' in the second term by f(L'), that is, reprogram the
proms used to implement log L so that they implement log f(L) instead. This would have
been sufficient if the original special luminance correction module had been working.
However, in the previous implementation, the constants were set up incorrectly and any
small knob setting caused the circuitry to clamp at either 0 or 255.
In implementing the new algorithms, we have instead set -1 < LS < 1 as discussed
earlier. This is implemented by always assuming the logarithm out of the PROMs is negative,
and keeping a separate bit for the sign of the original luminance shift (as in SLC). Since a
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Figure 19. SpLC Block Diagram
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major portion of the circuit is identical to the original SpLC module [Vachon81] and most of
the modifications are similar to modifications made in the SLC module, we will simply list the
changes here.
1. The log L PROM was replaced with a log f(L) PROM. More
precisely, this PROM implements K In f(L), where K is the same
constant used in calculating log W(M) and LS log W(K) stored in
the RAMs. The limiting factor in this constant occurs in the SpCC
knob computer, where we have a 10-bit input over the range -512
< input < 511, and a 10-bit output, K In linputl. Thus,
1023K = 03 163.99In 512 163.
The same weighting function f(L) is used here as in the SLC
module. One bit of the PROM is used to detect f(L) = 0. The C
program used to generate the SpLC PROM contents is included in
Appendix II.
2. The 82S137's used to implement log (LS) were replaced with
82S129's since no 82S137's were available. 82S129's have only
eight address lines instead of ten, but eight bit accuracy from a
knob setting is quite adequate. The PROMs actually implement K
In ILSI where -1 < LS < 1. K is the same as K in the PROM
discussed above. ILSI < 1 allows us to assume that log ILSI < 0, as
was the case for log ILSI in SLC. Also, separate bits for LSEZ and
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LSLTZ. The contents of these PROMs were also generated with
the C program in Appendix II.
3. The circuitry for detect;ng LS W(K) = 0 was modified slightly when
it was discovered that the previous implementation used the
complement of LSE;. in the PROMs. This was easier than
reprogramming the PROMs.
4. The SpLC clock lines were separated from the SLC clock lines.
Since the SLC and the video path of the SpLC were implemented
together on one quad board, the clock for both modules was
taken from the same buffer. Unfortunately, this put a load of 21
gates on a single buffer. Although this was probably acceptable
at that time since the buffer was an S-series part and many of the
loads were LS-series, we have since replaced a number of the LS
loads with S loads to reduce the propagation delay. The resulting
clock signal resembled a sine wave. Currently, two buffers are
used, one for the SLC circuitry, and one for the SpLC circuitry.
This applies only to the 10 MHz clock (HCLK), since the 5 MHz
clock had only a few loads.
5. The clamping circuitry for adding log f(L) to log LS W(M) W(K) was
changed; it had been designed to clamp on overflow. Since we
know log LS W(M) W(K) < 0, overflow cannot occur. As was the
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case with the SLC module, we simply want to use the sign bit of
the sum to zero ILSHIFTI (Pipeline 3A) if sum < 0. This circuitry is
similar to that in the SLC module; see Figure 15.
3. The 74174's in pipeline stage 3A (with asynchronous clears) were
replaced with 74163's (with synchronous clears), as was the case
in SLC; refer back to Figure 16.
7. Drivers were added on the output of the pipeline stage 3B. These
were found to be necessary experimentally, as was the case in
SLC; refer back to Figure 12.
The special luminance correction circuitry is fairly complex, and a large portion of it was left
untouched. It was much simpler to make these modifications than it would have been to
design this module from scratch. Also, all the changes fit on the existing SpLC board, so no
new boards were required.
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6. Production System
The purpose of implementing these revised algorithms was to determine if they would
permit the user to have more control over the picture, and thus to determine whether or not
they should be included in the production system. Ideally, we would like to alter the same
picture with both algorithms simultaneously and see if we do indeed get larger shifts before
undesirable changes are introduced. This was not possible with the currenit system.
Another approach would be to calculate values generated by the two algorithms
(theoretically), but this does not tell us what the picture looks like. It is difficult to judge
whether a change is "undesirable" by looking at numbers; this clearly depends on the
picture, the operator, and the particular change desired. Instead, we simply relied upon
subjective comparisons from people who have used both systems. This is reasonable since
we are designing this system to be used by people interactively rather than to simply apply
known transformations to pictures. We have found that these algorithms behave about as
we expected; we do find it easier to make particular colors look brighter or darker without
introducing undesirable effects into the rest of the picture.
One problem remaining with the selective luminance correction module is that we
often find that the knobs affect pels that look white or gray as well as the pels we intend to
change. This is because the algorithms for selective luminance correction do not take the
saturation of a pel into account. Pels with low values of saturation look white or grey
regardless of their hue; the selective correction circuitry ignores this fact. The algorithms
could thus be improved by multiplying the luminance shift by a saturation weighting
function, e.g.,
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L' = L + f(L) g(S) X LS i Wi(H)
where g(S) would be minimum at low values of S. (The same argument also applies to hue
slhifts.)
We also note that for large values of saturation, luminance is restricted to a very
narrow range (if we limit ourselves to colors with 0 < R,G,B < 255). This can be shown by
sludying the equations for LCC 2 to RGB conversion. Consider the case where C, = C2;
then
R = L + 1.407 C
G = L - 0.914C
B = L + 1.848 C
Note that with C = 100, we must have L > 91 for G > 0 and L < 75 for B < 255; this color is
clearly unachievable. With C = 50, 46 < L < 163 is achievable, and with C = 0 the entire
luminance range 0 < L < 255 is achievable. For large saturations, C, and C2 are relatively
large and the luminance range is restricted. Cormbining these observations with the problem
discussed in the previous paragraph, we conclude that we want the maximum luminance
shift to occur for midrange values of saturation. Thus the sine weighting function used for
f(L) earlier in this paper may be appropriate for g(S) also.
A similar argument can be developed for the saturation controls. Although these new
algorithms call for the saturation shift to be weighted by f(S), they do not take the luminance
into account. Previously, we noted that the achievable luminance range is much smaller at
large values of saturation; we could also say that the achievable saturation range is much
smaller at minimum and maximum values of luminance. The saturation shift should thus be
largest at midrange values of luminance.
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At this point, it is worthwhile to consider the effect these additions would have on the
design of these modules for the production system. The current plan is to design a single
board that could implement either selective or special correction, and simply construct two
copies of it. Since special correction involves more complicated circuitry, selective
correction could be implemented by simply installing jumpers instead of chips at appropriate
places. This approach works surprisingly easily, as will be shown shortly. Also, it permits us
to implement other algorithms for selective correction by simply replacing different chips.
6.1 Luminance Correction
The complete block diagram of the special luminance correction video path is shown
in Figure 20. This differs from the block diagram shown in Figure 19 since the latter omits
some circuitry included within the special color correction module in the prototype
implementation. This includes the circuitry for calculating true saturation (S/L) and looking
up W(M) in a RAM. Using Figure 20, we can implement the SLC algorithm derived in
Chapter 4 by simply omitting chips to compute S/L and W(M), and the adder to compute log
LS W(K) + log W(M). We replace the adder with direct connections from the input data to
the output data. This is equivalent to defining W(M) = 1 (log W(M) = 0) in the special shift
equation:
L" = L' + exp (log f(L') + log LSsp W(K) + log W(M))
to obtain:
L' = L + exp (log f(L) + log I LSi Wi(H))
and simply storing log I LSi Wi(H) in the RAM instead of log LSsp W(K).
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Figure 20. Compiete SpLC/SLC Video Path
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Another interesting aspect of this design is to consider the implementation of the
additional improvements suggested in this chapter. It turns out that we can simply replace
the log S PROM with a log g(S) PROM, remove the adder used to calculate log S - log L, and
replace the remainder of the chips in that path (except for pipeline stages) with direct
connections from inputs to outputs. To express this in terms of equations, we first note that
the standard special luminance shift equation:
L" = L' + exp (log f(L') + log LSsp W(K) + log W(M))
does not adequately describe the computations involved since it does not explicitly show the
calculation of S/L. More precisely, log W(M) is implemented as:
log W(M) = ram (exp (log S - log L)),
where "ram" indicates that we look up log W(M) in a RAM, using S/L as the address.1 The
selective correction algorithm:
L' = L + exp(log f(L) + log I LS i'W(H) + log g(S))
can be implemented by setting:
log W(M) = log g(S)
by simply omitting "ram", exp(x), and log L, and replacing log S with log g(S).
The main point here is that making this modification to the selective luminance
correction algorithm does not complicate the hardware, and if the algorithm does not
perform as well as expected, we can easily return to the algorithms implemented in the
prototype system for this thesis. Also, we can get the production system working with the
algorithms implemented for this thesis first, and make these modifications later.
x 
- CS1. More precisely, the RAM implements log W( SW ), where x is S/L, the address to the RAM.
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Note that we have only considered modifying the selective luminance circuitry here.
We could argue that we do not need to add a similar term to the special luminance
correction algorithm since the user has control over the saturation range over which the
transformation is applied. This is not precisely correct since this transformation is defined
a.3 a function of S/L, and not S, but in reality we have found the problems discussed here to
b3 much more noticeable in selective correction than in special correction.
6.2 Color Correction
The same procedure we used in designing the luminance correction hardware can be
used in designing the color correction hardware. "Color correction" here refers to the
correction of both saturation and hue. We will use the same algorithm for saturation
correction as for luminance correction, and we will keep the old hue-correction algorithm.
In the prototype system, there were two differences between the saturation-correction
circuitry and the luminance-correction circuitry. First, the inputs to the selective and special
color correction modules were assumed to be log S and log S'. The implementation
discussed earlier assumes linear inputs. This could be easily fixed by inserting PROMs at
the output of the CPC and at the input to the PCC; in reality, these modules have been
redesigned for the production system anyway. Second, the color correction modules in the
prototype system operate on signals derived from C, and C2, and thus are clocked at 5 MHz.
For the production system, we will probably clock all data at 10 MHz to avoid the
subsampling problems discussed earlier and to simplify the design. In any case, the
difference is only in the arrangement of pipeline stages.
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With these differences out of tho way, we can simply use the same hardware design for
saturation correction as for luminance correction. The only potential problem is that a
bigger range may be required on the controls, since the human eye is much more sensitive
to luminance changes than to saturalion changes (with the units used in our system.) When
the selective luminance correction module was first built, the same constants used in
saturation correction were applied. These constants resulted in too much shift for small
changes in knob settings. The problem was corrected by changing the definition of LS from
-512 < LS < 511 to -64 < LS < 63 by using only 7 bits out of the A/D converter instead of
10. While the saturation range currently used in the system is considered much larger than
necessary, the saturation range should probably still be greater than the current luminance
range. This will simply be a matter of the constants used in programming the PROMs and
will not require us to design separate circuitry for the two modules.
We next turn to describing the hardware required to implement the color correction
modules in the production system. As with the luminance correction hardware, we will first
show the block diagram for the special correction circuitry first, and then show how this
circuitry can be used to implement selective correction.
A block diagram of the hardware required to implement special color correction is
shown in Figure 21. Note that the saturation-correction hardware shown here is quite
similar to luminance-correction hardware discussed earlier. The calculation of S/L and log
W(M) is not repeated; it is obtained from the calculation of S/L shown for the special
luminance correction module. Although the circuitry for special luminance and color
correction will not fit on one board, there are enough spare backplane connections for this
single set of signals to be wired from one board to the other.
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...1 Figure 21. Complete SpCC/SCC Video Path
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The selective color correction circuitry can then be derived from the special color
correction circuitry. As was the caso with selective luminance, selective saturation involves
omnitting the calculation of S/L and replacing the adder used to computo log W(M) + log SS
W(K) with direct connections from input to output. Selective hue correction can also be
d:,rived from special hue correction by omitting the adder used to add in the W(M) term.
If instead we wish to permit luminance to affect the saturation shift, we can replace the
-log L PROM with a log g(L) PROM, and replace the adder used to compute log S - log L with
direct connections from input to output. The only problem with this approach is that we
have already suggested calculating S/L only in the luminance modules and connecting
these signals over the backplane to the color correction modules. Thus we have only one
set of chips to compute S/L; we cannot use them for one purpose in selective luminance
and another purpose in selective color.
One alternative approach is to define f(L) = f(S) = g(L) = g(S) and implement log f(L)
+ log f(S) with the S/L circuitry. The exponentiation PROM, MUX, and RAM would all be
replaced with direct connections from input to output. The PROMs now used to implement
log f(L) in the luminance path and log f(S) could be removed, and the corresponding adder
could be replaced with direct input-output connections. This would permit us to implement
the revisions discussed in thi, chapter for both saturation and luminance correction easily;
however, it does require that we use identical weighting functions (with identical constants)
in all cases. Even this constraint could be removed by using all available PROMs in the S/L
calculation and the luminance and saturation paths, resulting in:
L' = L + f(L) g(S) x(L) : LS, W,(H)
S' = S + f(L) g(S) y(S) EI SSi W(H).
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Here, we implement f(L) and g(S) in the S/L circuitry; these functions affect both L and S
similarly. We can compensate for any undesirable effects introduced this way and adjust
constants as necessary by choosing x(L) and y(S) appropriately.
In summary, then, we note that the selective color and luminance correction hardware
can in fact be designed as a subset of the special color and luminance correction hardware
arid can be implemented with the same basic design. In addition, alternative selective
correction algorithms can be implemented by using different subsets of the same hardware.
This permits us to try several different algorithms with a minimum of design work.
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7. Conclusions
The experience of designing and implementing algorithms in the selective and special
correction modules of the prototype system has taught us quite a bit about the production
version of the system. We have found that although the revised algorithms implemented for
this thesis are an improvement over the original algorithms, additional improvements are
clearly possible. Both the algorithms implemented for this thesis and the suggested
improvements could be easily implemented in the production version by using the same
design for selective and special correction; this also reduces the required design work.
We have also reached several other conclusions regarding the production version of
the system. First, we need to provide better debugging facilities.. In the production system,
we will be able to load all RAMs under computer control and thus be able to completely
specify the input to the video path. We will also be able to store the CTM output on disk.
This may expose bugs in the system that we currently cannot notice in the picture; for
example, a previous bug in the selective luminance circuitry erroneously cleared some pels
at the edge of the picture. The special correction modules seem to introduce a lot of noise
in the picture; this may in fact be due to some remaining bugs there.
Second, the timing in the prototype system is very marginal. Worst-case delays were
not considered in several places in the system. Also, there were too many loads on the
clock drivers, and many signals had to propagate over long cables, adding additional delay.
In some cases, replacing 74LS-series parts with 74S-series parts solved problems by
reducing the propagation delays. In other cases, calculations should be spread between
different pipeline stages. In either case, the video path should be in one backplane with
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direct connections from one board to the next. The use of a single clock rate for the entire
system should also eliminate the subsampling problems discussed earlier, and the problem
of synchronizing the two different clocks.
Third, there is too much noise in the system. Slight variations in knob settings result in
noise in the picture. This makes the system difficult to debug as well as lowering the quality
of the resulting pictures. Again, the capability of storing computer-generated values in the
FAMs will help with this problem. We will also try to separate the analog circuitry from the
digital circuitry in the hopes of eliminating some noise.
CIPG has spend a good deal of time this spring in designing the production version of
the entire system. All of the modules in the system are being redesigned to include C-bus
interfaces; some modules will undergo additional improvements. The interfaces between
different modules in the prototype system were poorly defined (if at all) since different
modules were designed by different people; this will be corrected in the production system.
The production system should produce higher-quality output pictures and be easier to
debug and modify in the future.
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Appendix I - Program to Generate SLC PROM Contents
/.=
This program generates contents of PROMs for Selective Luminance
Correction module. PROM F takes log of luminance shirt knob
(LS) and PROM G returns log f(L), where f is the weighting function
determining how much a particular luminance value should be shifted.
Ii both cases, the lower 8 bits are put into one PROM and the
upper 2 bits are put into anotner, along with special purpose bits
(lum. = 0, LS =0, LS < 0).
compile as cc -f slcpgm.c -lm
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
K 184.61
MASK2 0x0003
MASK4 OxOOf
MASK8 OxOOff
BITS12 Ox0006
BITO
BIT1
BIT2
BIT3
PI 3.
Ox0001
Ox0002
Ox0004
Ox0008
1415926
float log(), sin();
int abs();
open(),*fpFO,*fpFl, *fpGO,*fpGl;
int in,outf,outg,fO,fl,gO,gl
float f;
printf("Selective Luminance
printf("\nin logLS f(L)
printf("fO fl gO
Correction Prom Generator\n");
logf(L)
gl\n");
if ((fpFO=fopen("tlc.f0","w")) ==
if ((fpFl=fopen("slc.fl","w")) ==
if ((fpGO=fopen("slc.gO","w")) ==
if ((fpGl=fopen("slc.gl","w")) ==
NULL)
NULL)
NULL)
NULL)
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
"file
"file
"file
"file
for (in = 0; in < 256; in++) (
/* first calculate functions to be used */
Is = in - 128;
outf = ((ls == 0) ? 0 : K * log (abs(ls)/129.0));
extern
extern
FILE *f
main()
{
error");
error") ;
error");
error");
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f = 255.0 / PI * sin (PI * in/255.0);
outg = ((f < 0.9) ? 0 : K * log (f));
/* now generate actual PROM values */
fO = outf & MASK3;
fl = ((outf >> 8) & MASK2) t BITI; /* bit 1 gets
inverted */
if (Is < 0) fl j= BIT2; /* bit 2 is lsltz */
if (Is == 0) fl I = BIT3; /* bit 3 is lsez */
gO = outg & MASK8;
g1 = (outg >> 7) & BITS12;
if (f < 0.9) gl 1= BIT3;
printf ("%d
printf ("%x
/* bits 1 and 2
are used */
/* bit 3 is lez */
%5.2f %d ",in,outf,f,outg);
%x %x\n",fO,fl,gO,gl);
fprintf(fpFO,"%x\n",fO);
fprintf( fpFl, "%x\n", l);
fprintf(fpGO,"%x\n",gO);
fprintf(fpG1, "%x\n",gl);
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Appendix II - Program to Generate SpLC PROM Contents
/*
This program generates contents of PROMs for Special Luminance
Correction module. PROM F takes log of luminance shift knob
(I.S) and PROM G returns log f(L), where f is the weighting function
determining how much a particular luminance value should be shifted.
PROM f is implemented as 3 82129's, each taking four bits.
PROM g is implemented as 1 471 and 1 287, with the lower 4 bits
in the 287, and the upper 6 bits plus a sign bit in the 471.
compile as cc -f splcpgm.c -Im
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
K 163.986
MASK2 0x0003
MASK4 0xOOOf
MASK6 OxOO3f
MASK8 0xOOff
BITO Ox0001
BIT1 Ox0002
BIT2 0x0004
BIT3 0x0008
BIT6 0x0040
PI 3.1415926
extern float log(), sin();
extern int abs();
FILE *fopen(),*fpFO,*fpFl,*fpF2,*fpGO,*fpG1;
main()
{
int in,outf,outg,fO,fl,f2,gO,gl,ls;
float f;.
printf("Special Luminance Correction Prom Generator\n");
printf("\nin log:LS f(L) logf(L)
printf("fO fl'I f2 gO gl\n");
((fpFO=fopen("splc.fO","w"))
((fpFl=fopen("splc.fl", "w"))
((fpF2=fopen("splc.f2","w"))
((fpGO=fopen("splc.gO","w"))
((fpG1=fopen("splc.gl","w"))
NULL) printf("file
NULL) printf("file
NULL) printf("file
NULL) printf("file
NULL) printf("file
FO error");
Fl error");
F2 error");
GO error");
Gl error");
for (in = 0; in < 256: in++) (
/* first calculate functions to be used */
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is = in - 128;
outf = ((ls == 0) ? 0 : K * log (abs(ls)/129.0));
f = 255 / PI * sin (PI * in/255.0);
outg = ((f < 0.9) ? 0 : K * log (f));
/* now generate actual PROM values */
fO = outf & MASK4;
fl = (outf >> 4) & MASK4;
f2 = (outf >> 8) & MASK2;
if (is < 0) f2 1= BIT2;
if (Is == 0) f2 1= BIT3;
gO = outg & MASK4;
gl = (outg >> 4) & MASK6;
if (f < 0.9) gl I= BIT6;
printf ("%d %d
printf ("%x\t%x
/* bit 2 is Isltz */
/* bit 3 is lsez */
/* bit 6 is lez
05.2f %d
%x %x
",in,outf,f,outg);
%x\n",fO,fl,f2,gO,gl);
fprintf(fpFO, "%x\n",fO);
fprintf(fpFl,"%x\n",fl);
fprintf(fpF2, "%x\n",f2);
fprintf(fpGO,"%x\n",gO);
fprintf(fpGl,"%x\n",gl);
